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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The emerging literature on the globalization of real estate has
addressed how internationally circulating capital has increasingly
found its ways into housing markets of the “Global South”. With
relatively underdeveloped financial and real estate markets, these
countries have discursively and materially been rebranded as emer
ging markets, that is, they have been shaped into frontiers in the
global urbanization of capital. In this paper we scrutinize the trans
national real estate networks that shape and reshape the Cuban
housing market. First, we reconstruct how, following the 2011
legalization of housing prices set between buyers and sellers,
Cuban migrants and a few foreign investors, in cooperation with
Cubans residing in Cuba, are buying properties in Cuba’s cities,
beach resorts and other towns. Second, we explore the economic
and extra-economic motives behind such transnational property
transactions, highlighting how residential properties are bought
and converted into private restaurants or hotels. Central to our
analysis is that the present development is not simply shaped by
local or national demand and processes but also by international
investment. We contend that a pattern of economic globalization
unfolds where transnational remittances, rather than institutional
investments or mortgage finance, steer Cuba’s emerging property
market, along with local investments among Cuban citizens.
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1. Introduction
Recent studies on the globalization of real estate demonstrate how select cities in the
Global North, including London, New York, Sydney and Vancouver, have become “safe
deposit boxes” for globally circulating capital of large investment funds and transnational
wealth elites (Fernandez et al., 2016; Ley, 2017; Rogers et al., 2015; Sassen, 2014). Other
studies suggest that the relatively undeveloped credit and real estate markets of the Global
South provide big investment opportunities for those seeking to profit from surging real
estate prices (Rolnik, 2013; Wyly, 2015). From the rise of internationally funded second
ary mortgage markets in Mexico and Brazil (Pereira, 2017; Soederberg, 2015), over to the
subprime urbanization of Tangier and Beirut (Krijnen, 2018; Kutz & Lenhardt, 2016), to
economic migration and transnational gentrification in Panama City, Cuenca, and other
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Latin American cities (Hayes, 2015; Janoschka et al., 2014; Sigler & Wachsmuth, 2016),
scholars argue that cities of the Global South are not insulated from transnational
developments. Indeed, the materialization of new urban frontiers is driven by the rolling
out of real estate finance techniques “invented” in the US, such as mortgage securitization
and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), to the Global South (Bassens, 2012; Pereira,
2017; Sanfelici & Halbert, 2018; Soederberg, 2015). This is increasingly realized through
the creation of alternative financial infrastructures through which capital can flow into
real estate and land markets (AlShehabi & Suroor, 2016; Buckley & Hanieh, 2014;
Mosciaro et al., 2021; Shatkin, 2017; Zhang, 2018).
The globalization of real estate is not a “neutral” process because the connections
between North and South are shaped and reshaped by inherited patterns of uneven
development (Pollard, 2012; Wissoker et al., 2014). On the one hand, the emerging
“global” or “glocal” management, production, and consumption of real estate is asso
ciated with capital switching dynamics between Global North and South (Fernandez &
Aalbers, 2019; Murphy, 2008). On the other, the globalization of urban real estate in the
Global South is perceived as a local strategy of city governments to attract private capital
from the Global North as a means to boost local housing developments (Murphy, 2008;
Searle, 2014; Shatkin, 2017). Kutz and Lenhardt (2016), for example, write about city
officials in the Moroccan city of Tangiers that deliberately introduced urban policies to
open up their urban housing market to flows of European investment capital.
However persistent such hierarchical patterns may be (Rolnik, 2013; see also Gotham,
2016), increasing evidence suggests that the globalization of real estate entails more than
a mere rolling out of financial (and institutional) capital into housing economies of the
South (Pollard, 2012). For example, Krijnen et al. (2017, p. 2890) argue that academic
research should move beyond the “appraisal of ‘traditional’ vectors of globalization”, and
instead focus on the role of other financial intermediaries, including expatriate and
migrant communities. Other studies have demonstrated that a growing number of
retirees and middle-class investors from the North are buying up (residential) properties
in the South (Hayes, 2015; Kutz & Lenhardt, 2016; Sigler & Wachsmuth, 2016). In other
words, the globalization of real estate is not solely triggered by formal (and institutional)
procedures and practices of “market making”; informal (and sometimes semi-legal)
housing dynamics are equally important for understanding transnational ownership
patterns in urban housing markets.
In developing this alternative framework, we first explore how patterns of “expatriate
world-city formation” (Beaverstock, 2010; Cook, 2010) can trigger globalizing tendencies
in the urban real estate markets of Southern economies. Krijnen (2018), for example,
highlights state practices in Lebanon that enabled real estate actors to attract capital not
only from neighboring countries but also from the Lebanese diaspora as a source of
wealth to be absorbed into Beirut’s housing market. Indeed, an increasing number of
migrants consider urban land and housing as an attractive investment opportunity –
especially now that global property prices are surging (De Haas, 2006; Obeng-Odoom,
2010). Thus, we argue that foreign investments in the Global South are not exclusively
coming from the super-rich and institutional investors from the Global North. Rather,
transnational middle-class investors living in the Global North, but having personal ties
with the Global South, play an under-estimated and under-studied role in fueling local
housing booms.
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Second, we emphasize that due to domestic barriers like the nonexistence of
a mortgage market, securitization or REITs, the export of the “financialized” housing
model to the Global South remains a challenge for investors and financial institutions
from abroad (cf. Fernandez & Aalbers, 2019; Pereira, 2017). Yet, foreign capital can still
find its way into urban real estate of Southern economies, albeit not always involving the
“traditional” actors or market segments (Krijnen, 2018). For example, Sigler and
Wachsmuth (2016) show how “cosmopolitan transnational residents” have increasingly
bought homes in Panama City that are considered architecturally interesting, thereby
tying international capital flows to redevelopment and gentrification. Likewise, Hayes
(2015) discusses the acquisition of many residential homes in the Ecuadorian city Cuenca
by U.S. citizens who intend to retire there or spend holidays. In other words, evidence
from the Global South shows that transnational sub-markets for leisure, (medical)
tourism, and (professional) retirement are rapidly emerging, involving especially middleclass investors and not always large banks or institutional consortia (Bianchi, 2009;
Yrigoy, 2016).
We contribute to debates on real estate globalization and housing financialization by
exploring the case of Cuba where recent housing reforms have legalized housing prices
set between buyers and sellers (Peters, 2014b). Our central finding is that in the absence
of mortgage markets a significant amount of housing transactions is funded by Cuban
migrants and a few foreign investors which provide the monetary resources to locals for
buying residential properties. This triggers a pattern of economic globalization where
transnational remittances, rather than institutional investments or mortgage finance,
steer Cuba’s emerging property market. We also show how this geographically uneven
trend gives rise to emerging sub-markets as a significant number of properties are
converted into private restaurants or hotels funded or run by transnational networks of
Cuban migrants and local middlemen (testaferros). Although such middlemen play
a pivotal role in mediating money flows, they are not registered actors, contrary to e.g.
real estate developers who mediate the urbanization of capital in southern India (Rouanet
& Halbert, 2016).
Current trends in the Cuban housing economy offer a unique opportunity to study
actually existing “market making” processes and practices in a socialist context where
private homeownership was historically predominant, but with restrictions for buying,
selling, and investing (Grein, 2015). Our findings therefore also dialogue with the
literatures on “market making” and “marketization” in general (Boeckler & Berndt,
2012; Corpataux & Crevoisier, 2016; French et al., 2011; Hall, 2010), on real estate in
particular (Hofman & Aalbers, 2019; Searle, 2014; Waldron, 2018; Wijburg & Aalbers,
2017), and on situations of emerging market socialism or (post-)socialism more speci
fically (Bitterer & Heeg, 2012; Bohle, 2014; Büdenbender & Aalbers, 2019; Büdenbender
& Golubchikov, 2017). Our findings also sharpen existing debates on financial globaliza
tion, uneven development, and dependency theory in an increasingly connected “world
of cities” (Brenner & Schmid, 2014; Robinson, 2016). As transnational capital flows into
“tourism property”, remittances can increasingly take a two-way direction because they
are also returned in the monetary form of shared profits (García Pleyán, 2018).
In this introduction we have emphasized the importance of: (1) private and middleclass investors and exile or expatriate and migrant communities; (2) emerging submarkets for private investment, such as luxury homes and tourist-led housing; and (3)
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informal remittance economies which steer transnational investments in the Global
South. In this paper, we analyze Cuba’s housing trajectory from a socio-geographical
and political-economic perspective. We focus on the recent shift in Cuba’s economy
toward diversified international trade, transnational remittances, and the inflow of U.S.
Dollars. Subsequently, we show how this broader dynamic profoundly changes the form
of private homeownership under Cuban socialism. In the empirical sections we scrutinize
the current investment patterns in Cuban cities and their transnational ownership
structures. We focus on Cuban migrants that moved to the U.S. in the 1990s and
2000s, but also on foreign investors. In the conclusion, we reflect on the general prospects
regarding Cuba’s housing future, stipulating the incomplete and contested nature of
institutional change in Cuba more generally.
The absence of comparable real estate data, the political sensitivity of the topic in
Cuba, and the uncertainties with regards to the future housing policies of the new
government of Díaz-Canel and to the U.S.-Cuba relations under the Trump administra
tion, make it difficult to sketch a definitive picture of Cuba’s ongoing but premature
housing transformations. Recognizing the methodological challenges for doing research
in Cuba (Bell, 2013; Bono, 2019), we proceeded as follows. First, we based our study on
the consultation of various policy documents, newspaper articles, and important policy
reports from Cuban research institutes in and outside Cuba. Second, our study is
informed by semi-structured interviews with Cuban migrants residing in the U.S. and
with Cubans residing in Havana (2018–2019). We particularly scrutinize the transna
tional dynamics in the “hot” market of Havana and much less in other areas.

2. Cuba’s transforming (International) political economy
It is well understood that Cuba has undergone dramatic changes since the collapse of
European communism (LeoGrande, 2015). The path to post-socialism by Eastern Europe
and Russia left many commentators speculating on Cuba’s future as an emerging market
socialist or post-socialist economy (e.g. LeoGrande, 2015). Whether Cuba’s political
economy may eventually morph into market socialism or liberal capitalism has become
a recurring topic.1 However, the direction of institutional change in the Cuban context
has always been difficult to assess considering that an ideal-typical “model” of socialism
was never fully implemented nor fully abandoned by the Cuban government (Backer,
2014; Font & Janscis, 2015). Like many other planned economies, Cuba shows
a Polanyian “pendulum movement” between periods where ideology and moral incen
tives prevail to ensure acceptance of the socialist goals by the population and periods
where pragmatism and material incentives become more important to solve the tensions
between socialist promises and slow economic growth (Bono, 2018; Gu et al., 2015). The
changes that Cuba has undergone could therefore be seen as part of a constantly chan
ging economic system, rather than a radical break with the past.
Cuba’s export-oriented economy long depended on one commodity – sugar – and one
trading partner – first Spain, then the U.S., and finally the Soviet Union. The shocking,
almost overnight, disappearance of the latter dramatically reduced Cuba’s capacities to
import which led to a severe economic crisis, called the “Special Period” (1991–2000)
(LeoGrande & Thomas, 2002). Suddenly, Cuba had to abandon its model of importsubstitution where the Soviet Union was the main trading partner and insert itself into
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the international capitalist economy. To do so, Cuban leaders had to rapidly find new
ways to earn hard currency. The main strategies that the government adopted were:
attracting foreign investment capital, legalizing the U.S. Dollar market (which already
existed for diplomats), opening dollar stores for the general public, and building up the
tourist industry (Brenner et al., 2014). On the one hand, there were firms that were
financed with foreign currency and aimed to be competitive. On the other hand, there
was the traditional sector that remained regulated by the allocation of resources and
shaped to maintain the coherence of the socialist project (Villalón-Madrazo, 2011).
This dual economy generated a permanent tension that affected efficiency, salaries,
and prices (Egozcue & Mario, 2014). This was reinforced by remittances from abroad
that rose to over 1 USD billion annually while the purchasing power of the Cuban peso
receded (Brenner et al., 2014). The increase of remittances also contributed to the
legalization of the U.S. Dollar, which had three main goals: discouraging the illegal
black market, capturing dollars that could be used to import necessities, and further
encouraging Cubans who live abroad to send more money to their families (ibid.). Along
with the 1994 introduction of the convertible peso (CUC) pegged at a 1:1 rate to the
U.S. dollar and used by tourists and Cubans with access to CUC in retail outlets (Morales,
2018), the transnational flow of money to Cuba increased rapidly (Pérez, 2006).
At the same time, markets were segmented into different circuits using different
currencies (Egozcue & Mario, 2014). Joint ventures were established to boost Cuban
tourism and businesses, sometimes also to provide residential and retail services to
foreign diplomats and companies (Jayawardena, 2003). The tourism industry, along
with Cuban services abroad, replaced the sugar industry as Cuba’s primary source of
hard currency and became a critical element of Cuba’s economic recovery (Brenner et al.,
2014; Egozcue & Mario, 2014; Jiménez, 2014). Yet, it highlighted and aggravated social
inequality between Cubans who had access to dollars and those who did not (Brenner
et al., 2014; LeoGrande & Thomas, 2002). A class of “new rich” entrepreneurs emerged
(Henken & Vignoli, 2015) and the expansion of the tourism sector was accompanied by
the increase in illegal activities such as prostitution and gambling.
The 1993 Decree-Law 141 on self-employment replaced Decree-Law 14 (1978),
marking the emergence of what is widely considered as the small private business of
contemporary Cuba (Antúnez Sánchez et al., 2013; Brenner et al., 2014; Egozcue &
Mario, 2014; Radfar, 2016; Rojas, 2014). The new decree legalized 55 types of selfemployment, which were often remittance- or tourist-funded. This was expanded to
117 types just two years later and by 2002 there were 157 types registered (Antúnez
Sánchez et al., 2013).
Further economic transitions happened during the 2000s and 2010s. “Market making”
and “marketization” became key components of Cuba’s overall economic model. In 2006,
when Fidel Castro fell ill, his brother Raúl took over the command and stressed the need
for both conceptual and structural changes to Cuban society (Piñeiro Harnecker, 2014).
In the following years, he introduced a series of reforms to “update” Cuba’s economic
model. Ultimately, the 2011 Sixth Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba approved
the Lineamientos de la Política Económica y Social (Guidelines of Economic and Social
Policy, Lineamientos in short) aimed at increasing economic performance and interna
tional competitiveness (Piñeiro Harnecker, 2014). Additionally, Law no. 118 revised the
1995 law on foreign investment to further incentivize foreign investment and ensure it
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contributes to the country’s sustainable economic development as defined in the
Lineamientos (Ley no. 118; see also MINCEX, 2017).2
Other key features of the Lineamientos are administrative decentralization – increas
ing the role of local governments in local economic activities – and reducing the presence
of state companies in economic life, giving more room for other types of economic
entities like cooperative associations and self-employed workers. During the Special
Period and following the aforementioned Decree-Law 141, a new type of private busi
nesses had already emerged that was permitted but not desired or promoted. From the
Lineamientos, this cuentapropismo (self-employment) was treated as a “permanent and
dynamic part of the economy, not as a barely tolerated appendage” (LeoGrande, 2014,
p. 67). Thus, the reforms present an important departure from the assumption of
a mutually exclusive dichotomy between state and market (Egozcue & Mario, 2014).
While private entrepreneurship was previously treated as a “necessary evil”, it is now
perceived as a “strategic necessity” for the government to cut costs, but also to contribute
to Cuba’s economic development (Peters, 2014a).
Although private entrepreneurship in the Cuban non-state sector is predominantly
self-funded (Vidal & Viswanath, 2019), entrepreneurial activities in Cuba’s tourism
sector are strongly backed by remittances from Cuban migrants or tourist tips
(Henken & Vignoli, 2015; Duany, 2016, p. 87). In the past decade, Cuba’s remittance
economy has become more business-oriented. Increasingly, money coming into Cuba is
used for funding or starting (tourism-related) private enterprises such as restaurants or
hotels (Morales, 2018). Because the profits of these enterprises partly flow out of Cuba,
this recent development exemplifies a change in the supposed one-way direction of
(more traditional) remittances; both donor and receiver benefit from shared profits
(Sergio & Perez-Lopez, 2003; see also Anderson & Serpa, 2018).
In sum, Cuba has not become the playground of some sort of borderless global capital.
Cuban authorities have encouraged select marketization – that is, select market mechan
isms in select sectors – by ensuring that the domestic economy was not fully opened to
the external pressures of the global market economy (Scarpaci et al., 2002). Nevertheless,
the increased importance of the remittance economy, along with the massive inflow of
hard currency encouraged by international tourism, shows that transnational economic
activities began to shape and reshape the Cuban dual economy in profound and often
unforeseen ways (Gonzalez-Corzo & Justo, 2017). We maintain that (post-)Special
Period reforms did not undermine Cuban socialism but rather entailed a transition to
more reliance on market mechanisms and private self-employment. We elaborate on this
in the next section where we analyze the changing role of private homeownership in
Cuba’s transnationalizing housing sector.

3. The changing role of private homeownership in socialist Cuba
The previous section discussed the selective (but rapid) opening of Cuba’s transforming
political economy to the flows of international capital, not only by diversifying foreign
trade. Transnational remittances from Cuban migrants and foreign direct investments in
joint ventures and other Cuban (often tourist-related) enterprises have become more
important for Cuba’s economy. How, then, is the intensification of the dual economy in
Cuba linked to transformations in the Cuban housing sector? And in what ways did the
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Cuban housing market open to flows of international remittances and transnational
investments?
Although social renting was the dominant housing model in most European socialist
regimes, private homeownership became an important pillar of Cuba’s socialist housing
economy (Hamberg, 1986; Grein, 2015). In 1960, the new Revolutionary government
introduced the Urban Reform Law, which abolished the private rental sector that had
existed under Fulgencio Batista (1952–59), and before. Landlords were forced to give up
their properties but gained financial compensation provided in installments over time.
Most sitting tenants became homeowners, gaining a bundle of rights, including exchan
ging, leasing, giving away or bequeathing their properties, but not selling them at marketset prices. A fee was paid to the government to compensate for the amortization of
a dwelling’s purchase (Peters, 2014b). The slogan for Cuban housing policy became “a
house to live in and not to live from” (Ibid); “personal property” was identified as part of
the socialist project.
Residents in newly state-built dwellings would still be considered long-term lease
holders (usufructarios) and paid ten percent of household income as rent (Hamberg,
2012, p. 71). No such regulations were introduced for self-built units. However, in 1984
and 1988, the General Housing Laws “converted most leaseholders into homeowners,
[and also] legalized most illegal and ambiguous tenure situations of tens of thousands of
self-builders and others” (Ibid, p. 72). As such, Cubans could own their homes as
personal property and exchange homes of equivalent value as determined by the 1984
and 1988 laws, rather than market-set prices. Private market renting was also legalized
with the introduction of the 1984 General Housing Law (Jariwala, 2014, p. 57), and has
over time been expanded from renting two rooms in a dwelling to an entire house or
apartment. This gave rise to the increase of B&Bs in Havana and other tourism areas of
the country (Scarpaci et al., 2002).
The substantial growth of tourism and the legalization of the U.S. Dollar also trans
formed the housing market as the Cuban government allowed Cubans to rent (part of)
their homes to tourists as ‘casas particulares’3 or to create “paladares”.4 Many Cubans
who received tips (in CUC) by working in the tourism sector, reinvested this money into
their housing (Duany, 2016, p. 87). Consequently, with more Cubans gaining hard
currency, the preexisting informal market for housing sales only heightened and dee
pened in the 1990s and 2000s. At the Paseo del Prado, a promenade in the historical
district of Havana, Cubans who were interested in moving would gather every Saturday
morning for home swaps (permutas) (Peters, 2014b). These swaps were integral to the
Cuba’s housing system allowing households or families to move. Profit-making was
formally not allowed but “under the table” pesos or in-kind goods like refrigerators or
motorcycles were offered to compensate for these exchanges.
However, the function of homeownership under Cuban socialism really changed in
2011 when Decree-Law 288, which permitted and regulated “free market” sales, was
implemented (Grein, 2015). The official justification for the housing reform was that it
would improve the allocation mechanisms within the housing market. For example,
Hamberg (2012, p. 73) describes how “cash poor but property rich families couldn’t
downsize and obtain money to live on, while households seeking more space couldn’t
legally use their savings or remittances to expand.” In other words, the reforms were
intended to deal with such issues, allowing for greater flexibility and residential mobility.
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At the same time, the reforms were also meant to reduce corruption in the informal
housing sector, along with the bribes of government officials (Ibid).
The Decree-Law, essentially, legalized the sale of residential properties at prices set
between buyers and sellers: Cubans and foreign residents residing in Cuba can buy and
sell at prices set by themselves but homeownership remains restricted to one primary
residence and one vacation home (Decreto-Ley 288). Real estate transactions need to be
officially registered with a government official (notario). Transactions have to occur
through bank accounts and only legally acquired money can be used for acquisitions.
Buyers pay an asset transfer tax of 4% of the home’s value. Sellers make a lump sum
income tax payment of the same amount. In the first eleven months after the introduc
tion of the Decree-Law, around 200,000 property transfers were registered in Cuba, of
which 80,000 were sales and the remainder swaps (Peters, 2014b).
Additionally, the Cuban government also sought to boost international investments in
the housing sector. In the 1990s and 2000s, a private rental market targeted at foreigners
(diplomats or employees of foreign firms with offices in Havana) had already emerged
(Scarpaci et al., 2002). The 2010 Decree-Law 273 expanded and facilitated foreign
investment in international tourism. To this end, the 1987 Surface Law (which concedes
the right of property of buildings and infrastructure on State-owned land, while the land
remains in hands of the State) was extended to a period of 99 years (Decreto-Ley 273).
Moreover, the Cuban government introduced the 2014 Foreign Investment Act (Ley
118), further incentivizing foreign investment in the real estate sector (Ley 118,
Chapter 6) besides other sectors including hotel management, infrastructure, and logis
tics (Valdes-Fauli, 2014). Foreign actors can invest in houses for Cubans or tourists,
houses or offices for foreign legal persons, and in real estate development for tourism
while obtaining ownership of the buildings (Ley 118, Art. 17.1). Various tax breaks and
incentives are provided to foreign investors that are partners in joint ventures or parties
to contracts of international economic associations.

4. Setting the scene for a thriving property market
In this section we discuss the evidence for an emerging housing and tourism property
market in Cuba and particularly Havana. We look at the role of remittances and indirect
investment into Cuban real estate by Cubans – and to a lesser extent others – living
overseas (4.1). We show the possibilities and especially difficulties of transnational
investment in Cuba’s housing market. One opportunity, discussed in more detail in
4.2, is in “tourism property”, where those with spare cash to invest can exploit rent gaps.
As the potential for tourism services is highly spatialized, this results in deepening
uneven development in the Havana metropolitan areas as well as Cuba at large.
Finally, we present how Cuban-international joint ventures have fared in the real estate
sector and how corporate investment in Cuba is affected by changing Cuba-US rela
tions (4.3).
4.1 Remittances and a transnational housing economy
In the absence of a mortgage market, most housing acquisitions in Cuba are funded by
lump sums, although the Central Bank of Cuba also distributes some loans for home
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renovations by citizens. Only Cubans residing in Cuba and legal residents can buy
properties in the country (Peters, 2014b). Consequently, Cubans with enough funds
(often in CUC) have been investing in housing to solve housing issues for themselves and
their families (García Pleyán, 2018, p. 6).
However, because Cubans often lack the means to buy real estate properties, it is
a public secret that Cuban migrants with spare cash play a crucial role and invest together
with family members or local business partners (Wainwright, 2016). For instance, in an
interview during our fieldwork, one resident of Havana, who manages properties on
behalf of United States-based investors, confessed:
I tell you where the money is coming from. All the money comes from the United States,
I tell you. It is transferring between American banks. Cuban-Americans collect the money
and bring it here on a plane or in a suitcase. But then you need testaferros (middle men) to
invest the money. You know me, we are family or friends. I buy the house. I start the
business. But it is yours.

Thus, many housing transactions are funded by informal housing remittances coming
from the Cuban migrant community in especially the U.S. and Miami. Particularly recent
migrants, with less resentment for the Cuban authorities, send or bring money to their
families in Havana (Nijman, 1997, 2011). This also spurs investment rationales, as for
instance, one resident of Havana confirmed to us in an interview:
They want to buy my house for 30,000 CUC and I can use the money because I may migrate
to the United States where my family lives. But they are restoring the neighborhood [Old
Havana], so my sons tell me not to sell. The building [or the land] will be worth much more.

Some Cuban-Americans who have economic or social motives for returning to Cuba,
have also become keen on investing in Cuban housing. One interviewee, who was
preparing to return to Cuba after having lived in the U.S. for decades, explained:
When my son came to the U.S., he went to live in my house together with his family. The
house was getting crowded and I had no place to go back to, like a home. . . . The medical
bills in the U.S. are very high and I cannot always afford them. My quality of life has changed
a lot. I went from being an active person and a worker to someone dependent. I decided to
buy a home in Cuba, in Cienfuegos, my hometown, and I am now preparing myself to stay
there. I bought the house so that I could retire and take good care of my disease. I am also
with family members, who live here with me, and now have better living conditions too. I do
not have the Cuban benefits anymore, but I bought the house and put it on my niece’s name.
She is the owner, but the house has been paid with my money.

The prospect of Cuban real estate also attracts a few adventurous investors from Europe
or Latin-America, some of whom marry Cubans before they invest. Some newspapers
covered stories of foreigners trusting a Cuban resident to buy a home, and later finding
out they lost the property as their marriage ended or because the house was claimed on
the basis of legal rights (Peters, 2014b; The Washington Post, 2015). Nevertheless, one
Havana resident told us about the risk that some foreigners are willing to take to buy real
estate:
I know a guy here. He’s not even Cuban. He’s from Ecuador. He bought an apartment in
Cuba. However, he’s risking losing it because he has no legal rights in Cuba. . . . But yeah,
eventually he sells, and now he’s already making profit.
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Thus, international remittances and other financial donations from abroad make it
possible to specifically buy and sell residential properties as financial assets. On the one
hand, many Cuban migrants and their local relatives or business partners speculate on
increasing land or house price values, even if the purchased homes are still used for living
in.5 On the other, a sub-market in which property-related business opportunities present
themselves emerges. This emerging market can be understood as extension of Cuba’s
already existing market for housing exchanges (Grein, 2015, see also previous section).
Indeed, a look at Havana’s streetscape shows that a sub-market is emerging in which
“free market” housing has become a strategic asset for tourism-related entrepreneurial
activities (Forbes, 2015). Figure 1 shows two adjacent homes in Old Havana for sale,
providing the opportunity to be bought together and merged into a commercial property.
One block away two similar residential units have already been turned into a hotel and
private restaurant (Figures 2 and 3). Figure 4 shows construction workers remodeling
a recently acquired residential building for commercial purposes.

4.2 Emerging sub-markets and housing-related entrepreneurialism
Most Cuban migrants in the U.S. that buy residential properties hold no legal status in
Cuba and therefore need to trust their local partners, while not getting caught by the
Cuban government that officially does not allow indirect investments by individuals.
This – in combination with certain taboos, especially among the older generation of exile

Figure 1. Adjacent residential units for sale in Old Havana. Source: photo taken by Gertjan Wijburg
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Figure 2. A former residential unit in Old Havana turned into a hotel and boutique store. Source: photo
taken by Annia Martinez

Cubans, and the U.S. trade embargo – explains why such transnational investment
activities are occurring, but are never out in the open. One interviewee, whose U.S.based family member tried to open a restaurant in Havana, said:
My brother was buying a property in Havana to open a restaurant. But he gave up for now,
because it was risky at that time. I also know about people that wanted to invest in
restaurants and paper towel factories, but decided not to do so because they are formally
not allowed by the Cuban government. . . . Nevertheless, people are betting on the future of
real estate in Cuba and are willing to take that risk. In general, people are very discrete about
it. [Cuban] expats are not allowed to do business in Cuba, they are usually financing the
enterprises but their names are never in the open.
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Figure 3. A private restaurant recently opened in a residential street corner of Old Havana. Source:
photo taken by Annia Martinez

Many of the Cuban migrants that invest in Cuba are middle-class and work closely
together with local entrepreneurs or family members (García Pleyán, 2018). However,
their economic and extra-economic motives for investing in residential properties vary
greatly depending on the family or business situation. In the so-called “high market
segment” (over CUC 50,000), García Pleyán (2018, p. 6) distinguishes between Cubans
that have family abroad with capital to invest in a business or residential property,
Cubans residing abroad that help to solve housing issues for their family in Cuba, or
foreigners or Cubans abroad that want to invest in businesses on the island, a holiday
home, or simply want to invest in real estate.
However, considering that wages and rents in Cuba are low and that government
regulations remain tight (Portela, 2018), the potential of rent gap formation is primarily
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Figure 4. Two construction workers transforming a residential complex in Old Havana into a private
hotel. Source: photo taken by Gertjan Wijburg

related to tourism property. Rent gaps are always highly localized, but in the case of Cuba
particularly shaped by the potential to use property as “tourism property”. Since most of
these tourists pay in the highly valuable CUC currency, profits accumulate rapidly and
can be reinvested in the yet thriving property sector, enabling local entrepreneurs and
their financiers to scale up investments. For instance, a testaferro residing in Havana
recalls how investors sometimes buy entire apartment complexes and convert them into
new businesses:
You have these apartment buildings which were once publicly owned but then split by the
government. People with money come and they buy all the apartments. They flip the entire
complex and turn it into a hotel.
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Although many of those investors operate with “street smart” gut feeling, they also use
technologies and additional services. For example, in 2013, real estate agents became
eligible to work as cuentapropista (self-employed) (Peters, 2014b, p. 9), making it possible
to establish transnational real estate networks for sales or housing exchanges (see also
Figure 5). Improved internet connectivity also plays a crucial role in the lives of these
entrepreneurs. Not only does it enable them to communicate with their business associ
ates or family members living outside of Cuba, the Internet can also be used as a platform
to reach out to tourists interested in renting a house or private accommodation. In 2015,
the online sharing platform Airbnb started operating in Cuba, even allowing Americans
to book accommodations under certain conditions (Bloomberg, 2015). The possibility to

Figure 5. A real estate broker offering his services at the Paseo del Prado. That he offers his services
both in Spanish and English exemplifies that he targets an increasingly transnational market. Source:
photo taken by Annia Martine
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rent out refurbished homes to tourists and other travelers provides an opportunity to
make a lucrative income or to pay-off the investment costs for buying a home in Cuba.
One Havana resident said:
There are many possibilities in Havana, or outside of it. For 50,000 [CUC] Dollars you can
buy a very nice house in Vedado [a neighborhood in Havana]. You can rent it out for 50
[CUC] Dollars per night, so within a year [sic, it is actually within three years, assuming
almost-full occupancy], you have paid it off.

Besides mediating between tourists, urban entrepreneurs, and private homeowners, the
Internet is also widely used for advertising Cuban homes for sale to an international
clientele (The Washington Post, 2015). Following the legalization of the broker’s profes
sion, various internet platforms or online magazines offer homes for sale and clearly
target foreign buyers as the sale prices are considerably high (see e.g. OnCuba, 2015, an
online magazine which in 2015 provided classified ads for sales, among other updates on
real estate, architecture and design in Cuba). Home sales are also advertised online to
facilitate (non)-domestic housing demand for Cuban real estate. Cubisma.com,
Porlalivre.com and Revolico.com are three examples of websites where interested buyers
can look for local real estate offerings.6
The thriving residential property sector has given hope to Cuban migrants and
entrepreneurial Cubans that they can earn a middle-class income in Cuba’s emerging
property market. Official real estate data is lacking but Pérez and Almeida (2014, 2015)
used online advertisement statistics to calculate that in Cuba’s “low market” homes are
sold for around 10,000 USD and in the “middle market” for between 30,000 and 33,000
USD. In the more luxurious “high market” sales were valued at around 130,000–150,000
USD between 2014 and 2015. House price increases are sharper in cities like Matanzas,
Varadero, and Havana. Morales (2014) documents that most sellers in the market are
migrating Cubans that can now cash out without handing their properties over to the
government without compensation.
However, the current transition within the housing sector may also come with
a price. First, the inequality between Cubans who have access to dollars and those
who have not is aggravated. Not only does net payment (including tips in hard
currency) in the tourism sector tend to be higher (LeoGrande & Thomas, 2002),
many of the newly opened private restaurants or hotels also attract more tourists
than their public counterparts. Additionally, these paladares can use their CUC cur
rency to buy large stocks of food from local stores, public restaurants, and other public
storage rooms or distribution centers. This further inflates the country’s food prices
and increases food shortages (Bono, 2018). It also makes paladares more appealing for
tourists as these are less affected by shortages and offer better cuisine, further increasing
the customer base at the expense of public restaurants and thus Cubans without
accesses to CUC. One testaferro said:
I don’t expect that the government can hold this much longer. At some point, it may not be
controllable anymore. The new riches with their money will become too powerful. . . . They
are already buying groceries for their restaurants in local supermarkets. And workers from
the public restaurants sell their chicken to private entrepreneurs because they can make
more money that way.
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In other words, the combination of economic opportunities with the existence of
a parallel currency implies that existing shadow markets, by definition fundamentally
uneven, are used, potentially deepened, and partially monopolized by entrepreneurs
active in the private tourism industry.7
Second, the first signs of local housing booms emerge in some Cuban cities
(Wainwright, 2016), including some neighborhoods in Havana, Matanzas, and
Cienfuegos and the uneven development of housing prices throughout the country (cf.
García Pleyán, 2018). In major cities like Havana, for instance, the market dynamics are
quite strong. Yet elsewhere in the country the house price increases are less dynamic or
even stagnant. This has resulted in uneven opportunities, along with arbitrary treatment
by the government to discourage market transitions in cities where they can still exercise
control. One Varadero restaurant worker in a paladar confirmed:
In Havana they cannot hold it back. Here [in Varadero] they can still control it. We
originally had a door [in front of the veranda], but the government officials wanted it
removed. . . . We had a separate kitchen room for cutting vegetables. They wanted us to
integrate it into the larger kitchen. . . . As a private worker, I need a license and I need to pay
taxes, even when my income is low. . . . In Varadero, they are holding it back still. They have
the hotels. And they want to keep it like that.

It thus remains to be seen whether Cuba’s housing boom will last and whether the
government allows housing-related private businesses to expand further (Portela, 2018).

4.3 Joint ventures and foreign investments
The 2011 housing market reforms were received with euphoria and enthusiasm in Miami
and elsewhere in the U.S. and the Global North. The Guardian, for instance, headlined
“Havana is now the big cake – and everyone is trying to get a slice” (Wainwright, 2016).
Facing Cuba’s economic transformation, it was commonly believed that the housing
economy would open up more and that land and real estate prices would increase
(Forbes, 2015). This enthusiasm was also partly encouraged by Decree-Law 273 and
the 2014 Foreign Investment Act (Ley 118) which further opened the housing sector to
foreign investments in joint ventures (MINCEX, 2017).8 Many such joint ventures have
traditionally been formed in the tourism sector where Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch,
and Canadian developers develop and manage hotels (González et al., 2014; Scarpaci
et al., 2002). However, the new regulations also made it possible for other foreign parties
to develop luxury resorts and temporary residences for retirees and wealthy foreigners
(Valdes-Fauli, 2014).
In recent years the initial euphoria came to a halt because many ambitious joint
venture partnerships failed to deliver (Hirschfeld Davis, 2017). One interesting example
of such a partnership is Esencia, a British company specializing in tourism and real estate
in Cuba. Together with its Cuban partner, Esencia intended to invest in the Carbonera
Club development, a luxury resort and gated community with 1,000 residences arranged
around an 18-hole golf course (Financial Times, 2013). This project is still not completed
and it is unclear whether Esencia is still involved. Another example is that of Fuego
Enterprises, a diversified holding company based in Miami, that gained public recogni
tion for facilitating inroads to foreign investors interested in doing business in Cuba (The
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New Yorker, 2015). Like Esencia, many of the intended business activities of Fuego
Enterprises have not been realized, although in 2016 the company invested in Porlalivre.
com, one of Cuba’s major internet platforms that also advertises housing sales (PR
Newswire, 2016).
Since its establishment, the U.S. embargo has imposed severe restrictions on foreign
direct investment and trade in Cuba (Pérez, 2006). Nevertheless, under the 1996 HelmsBurton Act American investors were allowed to own shares of non-Cuban corporations
that engage in commercial dealings in or with Cuba, provided that this entity was not
controlled by Americans and that a majority of its revenues were not derived from Cuba
(Valdes-Fauli, 2014). Furthermore, the Clinton, Bush, and Obama administrations
suspended Title III of the Helms-Burton Act. Title III allows American nationals and
Cuban-Americans – including those who lived in Cuba and did not have U.S. citizenship
at the time of the nationalization – to sue (foreign or American) companies doing
business with Cuban companies if the profits of these companies are derived from, or
exposed to, property and land assets legally owned by American nationals but confiscated
by the Cuban government after 1959 (Padgett, 2019).9 Thus, particularly during the
Obama administration, several investment funds were eyeing Cuban property market
developments. For example, Miami investor Thomas J. Herzfeld, who runs a large closedend fund investing in Cuba, anticipated to do more business in the country (Rescigno,
2015).
However, since the shift to the Trump administration, Cuba’s alleged openness for
international (and real estate-related) joint ventures has been negatively affected
(Hirschfeld Davis, 2017). Not only has the Trump administration increased economic
pressure on Cuba by generally withdrawing Obama’s rapprochement politics and intro
ducing new restrictions on Cuban travel, business, and remittances to Cuba in particular
(Gámez Torres, 2019). The administration also no longer suspends Title III, creating
serious litigation risks for many foreign or American companies that consider engaging
in joint ventures or hotel management of properties that without their knowledge were
confiscated from American nationals (Jackson, 2019). Thus, while the market has opened
when it comes to housing prices set between sellers and buyers, it has not necessarily
opened to American entrepreneurs involved in joint ventures, whose leisure or tourismrelated real estate activities now face higher risks.
These examples show that introducing international capital into the Cuban housing
economy remains contested. Indeed, the traditional “vectors of globalization” (Krijnen
et al., 2017), i.e. commercial investment banks and institutional investors, play a marginal
role in providing funding for ownership transfers in Cuba. In combination with the
complex U.S.-Cuba relations, this contributes to a particular globalizing landscape where
Cuban migrants and a few foreigners are the main protagonists of transnational Cuban
real estate. Cuban socialism, with all its inconsistencies and contradictions, now enters
a new historical phase in which transnational money is increasingly funneled into the
urban built environment. That this money comes especially from the Cuban migrant
community and not so much from global business, is a striking pattern of “market
making” in a socialist and Latin-American housing context.
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5. Conclusion
“Cuban socialism”, as any regime, has been in constant flux. During the Special Period
that started with the fall of European socialist regimes, Cuba started introducing some
marketization practices. This has not quite resulted in a form of “post-socialism” but
rather in a hybrid form of “emerging market socialism”. This does not imply that Cuba is
becoming a market society but rather that the country is slowly and selectively introdu
cing market elements that coexist within an otherwise largely socialist framework, but
which gradually may result in a different Cuban political economy. Several reforms in the
early 2010s further cemented the road toward marketization and internationalization.
Decree-Law 273 allowed foreign consortia and developers surface rights over urban land
for the purpose of international tourism and housing development whereas Tax DecreeLaw 288 allowed Cubans to buy a primary and secondary residence for the first time in
the revolutionary history of the island. Together with a number of other regulatory
changes these decree-laws have led to the emergence of a residential private property
market.
As restrictions exist, and financial regulation and instruments remain limited, Cubans
either rely on additional income, e.g. from the tourism sector, or on remittances and
investments from Cuban migrants in the U.S. to acquire property. At the same time,
nonresidents by-and-large need to rely on Cubans to be able to invest in the Cuban
property market in the first place. This double bind has resulted in the development of
different market segments, some mostly populated by Cuban buyers and sellers – thereby
effectively forming a patchwork of local markets – others by a complicated mix of Cuban
residents, migrants, and other nonresidents. The latter markets tend to be concentrated
in select areas of Havana and in beach towns and resorts. The internationalization of
Cuba’s, and particularly Havana’s, housing market is both highly selective and extremely
partial. In other words, our paper demonstrates that the globalization of real estate is not
solely triggered by formal (and institutional) procedures and practices of “market mak
ing”; informal property dynamics are equally important for understanding transnational
ownership patterns in urban housing markets. We also showed that the remittance
economy is changing as it is increasingly focused on business opportunities in the
country of origin.
Notwithstanding the hybrid nature and spatialities (Golubchikov et al., 2014) of the
Cuban property market transformation, it would be wrong to conclude that little has
changed. The marketization of private residential property not only changed how Cubans
find housing, but also re-introduced the idea that land and property have an exchange
value and can therefore become an asset to invest in. In other words, houses are no longer
solely seen as a form of accommodation but as possible sources of income. Cubans
transform private homes into casas particulares (private accommodations) and paladares
(private restaurants) that suit tourists’ needs. Taken together, we see the emergence of
a secondary market in which houses become a strategic asset for tourist-led activities.
How, then, should we interpret and assess this housing transformation in Cuba? In
many other (former) socialist as well as Latin American countries, housing transfor
mations eventually unlocked land and urban real estate markets for international and
semiprofessional investors operating in the global market economy. We do not
necessarily dismiss the idea that Cuba may follow a similar pathway toward some
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kind of post-socialist or even capitalist future. That said, economic globalization has
not so much undermined but rather reconstituted Cuban socialism (Pérez, 2006).
Therefore, it could be hypothesized that Cuban authorities will continue to tightly
regulate the housing market and mainly introduce quasi-liberalizing housing policies
as a means to ensure acceptance of the socialist project: “el gobierno aprieta pero
a veces tiene que aflojar”.10 Yet the fact that urban property markets have become more
dynamic than ever before, and that a thriving class of urban entrepreneurs profits
substantially from new housing developments, also suggests that Cuban authorities
can no longer stop the train and will now be required to introduce subsequent housing
reforms. The legalization of “free market” sales and modifications in land regimes may
become a catalyst for wider changes in the Cuban economy and society (cf. Polanyi,
1944/2001), e.g. in agriculture and food, areas which are already plagued by significant
problems, including scarcity and geographic and social inequalities (Bono, 2018; Bono
& Finn, 2017).
Beyond the context of Havana and Cuba, we conclude that there is a dire need to study
uneven patterns of real estate internationalization in other urban settings of the Global
South, from cities in the Caribbean and Central America (Payne, 1994; Soederberg, 2015;
see also Whiteside, 2019) to cities in South America, Africa, Central Asia, and the Middle
East (Krijnen, 2018; Kutz & Lenhardt, 2016; Zoomers et al., 2017). Indeed, the question
whether such housing transitions in the Global South may also trigger gentrification
effects is an urgent one (Janoschka et al., 2014), not in the least because it touches upon
broader income-related dynamics in national and urban political economies. We have
demonstrated that rent gap formation is primarily tied to the potential of properties –
and thus locations – to be used as “tourism property”. In other words, we argue that
tourism potential is fundamental in opening up – and closing – the rent gap, implying
that gentrification is not necessarily state-led, developer-led or finance-led but can also be
tourism-led. More fundamentally, however, we conclude that future research should
analytically distinguish better between different modes of internationalization and the
dialectics of formal and informal flows of capital. This essential point, also put forward by
Krijnen et al. (2017), not only emphasizes that investments by migrant communities and
lifestyle migrants are an important manifestation of economic globalization, but also
shows that the internationalization of land and real estate in an urbanizing world is
shaped and reshaped by different – and at times antagonistic – actors, and in variegated
and uneven ways.

Notes
1. For instance, the Miami-based Association for the Study of the Cuban Economy (ASCE)
was established following the collapse of the Soviet Union and has as its mission the study of
“the transition to a free market economy . . . in Cuba” (www.ascecuba.org).
2. In 1982, Decree-Law 50 already institutionalized a legal framework for foreign investment.
3. Casa Particular: these Bed and Breakfasts are the most popular form of tourist accom
modation. The owners usually have some family ties abroad and benefit from remit
tances. Additionally, because the prices are paid in CUC, the owners earn considerably
more than Cubans who earn in the national currency. But they need a license and pay
high taxes.
4. Paladares: private and licensed restaurants, usually family-run.
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5. Some Cuban migrants even went through the process of official “repatriation” to live and
legally own real estate properties in Cuba. Some of them repatriated so that they can own
properties in their name but still travel back and forth abroad and hold employment outside
of Cuba. In total, there are about 500,000 Cubans with residency in Cuba who are currently
visiting or living abroad.
6. Morales (2014) documents that many homes offered on the Internet are described as
“capitalist construction houses”. This advertising strategy highlights and differentiates the
construction quality of the property compared to homes built after 1959.
7. At some paladares it is also possible to exchange U.S. Dollars for CUC at a better rate than at
currency exchange offices where commissions are fixed at 10% for U.S. Dollars. Workers at
paladares use these Dollars to send abroad, to use abroad, or to exchange at a better rate.
Currencies can also be exchanged at hotels, among other places. At street level, U.S. Dollars
can be exchanged illegally at more favorable rates.
8. In 2007, García Pleyán and Núñez Fernández, (2007, p. 100) estimated that Cuban institu
tions associated with foreign entities invested about500 million USD in Cuban tourism and
real estate. The new Investment Act is meant to increase this number further.
9. Most of the lawsuits under Title III have come from Cuban Americans whose families
(before 1959) owned such things as an airport, a shipping dock or a cruise terminal. Housing
ownership is excluded from Title III lawsuits.
10. Cuban proverb: “The government squeezes but sometimes has to loosen up”.
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